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How are you feeling?

Please make sure you talk to your grown ups about how 
you are feeling regularly.  Remember you can also talk 
to myself using seesaw as well if you want to. 



Wednesday 3rd February 2021

Spellings.
1. beautiful 4. could
2. pretty 5. would
3. every 6. should

Handwriting.



Wake up shake up!

• Demi has chosen this mornings workout! It’s a good one!

• Survivor - Eye of the Tiger (Just Dance 1)_0 – YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZWEykspvToI


Punctuation ladder.
Exclamation marks  !!!!
Can you write your own exclamation sentence or sentences about the 
picture?

If you need any help about what an exclamation sentence looks like watch this video-
How to use an exclamation mark - BBC Bitesize

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z8x6cj6/articles/z3dcmsg


Phonics
• Please click on the links for today’s phonics session. Our sound today 

is ‘u-e’ in rude.

• https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/aMwlBEqx/8eipMQHh

• https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/jAR7iEhp/NJx9IUDI

If you find this easy here is a bit more of a challenge for you…

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/jAR7iEhp/NJx9IUDI

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/aMwlBEqx/8eipMQHh
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/jAR7iEhp/NJx9IUDI
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/jAR7iEhp/NJx9IUDI




For the next couple of weeks we are going to be learning about diary writing. 
Writing a diary entry is called a ‘recount’ because you are describing something 
that has already happened.

We are going to be writing the diary of the snail who is travelling around the 
world on the tail of the whale.

As he goes he writes a diary so that he doesn’t forget all of the amazing things 
he has seen on his travels. 



Today we will be finding out what a diary entry looks like and the features it 
has. 

We will be looking at a WAGOLL (What a Good One Looks Like!) of a diary 
entry. First, read the diary entry on the next slide. You might need to ask your 
grown up to help you. 





Now you have read the diary entry, I would like you to find the features using 
the features checklist. If you cannot print the slide, you can write down the key 
words to show me that you have spotted the features. 

For example-
Is there a date? What date was the diary entry written?

Can you find an example of a sentence written in the first person using the 
words I, me, my, we, our? Write out the sentence. 



A diary entry includes these things:



Can you find the features in the text?







Shape

Today we begin our new unit learning about shape. 
Take the quiz and see what score you get. 

Then scroll down and watch the video about 2D shape.

Take the quiz again and see if your score has improved!

Recognise and name 2D shapes - Year 2 - P3 - Maths - Catch Up Lessons - Home Learning 
with BBC Bitesize - BBC Bitesize

If you scroll down further there
are some interactive shape games
for you to play. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zqdrf82


Shape

When we talk about shapes we need to use the correct mathematical 
vocabulary-



Shape

Vertices are where two sides of a shape join (like a corner).

Sides are the straight or curved lines of the shape. 



Go for a shape hunt around your house.
Can you find any circles?
squares?
rectangles?
triangles?
hexagons?
pentagons?

Create a tally chart of the shapes you 
find.
Which was the most common shape 
around your house?







R.E



Last week we learned about symbols. We found symbols for our school 
and symbols for groups and organisations we are part of.

We then looked at special symbols for celebrations- cards, gifts, cakes, 
candles.

Today we are going to be learning about a celebration 
in Christianity.
This is a celebration that will be happening quite soon… 
Easter! 



Do you celebrate Easter with your family?

How do you celebrate?

What symbols do we see at Easter?

Watch the video to find out about why Christians celebrate Easter

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wnbo2AmS3OI

This video shows how Christians celebrate Easter. Look out for some of 
the symbols-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MK2o-mhBfuc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wnbo2AmS3OI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MK2o-mhBfuc


Easter symbols-

Easter eggs symbolise new life. For Christians they symbolise Jesus 
emerging from the tomb and coming back to life- the resurrection. 



Easter symbols-

Hot cross buns are eaten at Easter time. The cross on the top of the bun
represents the cross that Jesus was put on when he died.



Easter symbols-

Symnel cake is traditionally eaten at Easter. It has 11 marzipan balls on 
the top that represent each of Jesus’ disciples. 



Easter quiz-



Easter quiz-



Easter quiz-



Easter quiz-



Easter quiz-


